TO: DDG-IOM
DDG-EPEM
CHIEF DIRECTOR: CLUSTER A
CHIEF DIRECTOR: CLUSTER B
ALL OFFICIALS OF THE ECDOE

FROM: SUPERINTENDENT-GENERAL

SUBJECT: INSTRUCTION 3: PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT OF CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) – BAN ON DOMESTIC SCHOOL EVENTS

DATE: 16 MARCH 2020

1. This Instruction must be read in conjunction with Instruction 1, dated 13 March 2020, and Instruction 2, dated 16 March 2020.

2. **Domestic School Tours, Excursions and Events**

   All schools in the province are prohibited from hosting, participating or traveling to any sport, cultural or other events, with immediate effect, until further notice.

3. **Private Tours, Excursions and Events**

   The Department does not have the authority over tours, excursions and events organised by private individuals or organisations. However, the Department reminds parents and organisations that there is a prohibition on all gatherings of 100 persons of more.

4. District Directors are hereby instructed to ensure that this communication reaches all schools immediately. School principals are requested to disseminate this Instruction to all learners and parents.

Yours faithfully

T. KOJANA
SUPERINTENDENT-GENERAL

16/03/2020
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